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Abstract. The static problem of infinite, regular systems is considered. The structures are treated as discrete ones. The 
equilibrium conditions are derived using the FEM formulation. The set of infinite number of equilibrium conditions is 
replaced by one equivalent difference equation and solved in analytical form. 
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I. Introduction 

For solution of static problems by boundary element 
method (BEM) it is necessary to know the fundamental 
functions which are singular solutions for boundless sys
tems. There are well-known fundamental functions for 
frequently used structures as strings, beams, plates, etc. 
In all these cases the infinite structures are treated as 
continuous ones, and the singular solutions are derived 
from the appropriate differential equations describing the 
considered problem [I]. In this paper an idea is presented 
that enables one to obtain fundamental solutions for dis
crete structures, that means the continuous ones divided 
into finite elements. If the structure is divided into regu
lar mesh of identical finite elements, the set of equilib
rium conditions derived by the use of the formulation of 
the finite element method (FEM) can be replaced by one 
difference equation [2]. This methodology can be ex
tended for regular infinite discrete structures. In this case 
the infinite number of equilibrium conditions can also 
be replaced by one difference equation. The analytical 
solution given in a closed form for this equation can be 
obtained using the direct method [3] or the discrete Fou
rier transfonn formulated by Babuska [ 4]. 

In the paper the fundamental solutions of discrete 
Timoshenko beams and gridwork strips are derived. They 
can be used for static analysis of FE structures by BEM. 

2. Timoshenko beam 

Let us consider an infinite Timoshenko beam 
discretised by elements with equal spaced nodes (Fig I), 
and loaded by concentrated forces P,. and moments M,.. 

We assume the exact element shape functions, which 
were derived for the 4-dof shear flexible finite element 
in [5] (Fig 2). 

@l, 
r-1 r r+l k 

Fig 1. An infinite beam 

w 

Fig 2. The finite beam element 

d -- 12El , where: 'f;=x/a, D=l/(d+l), 
KGAa2 
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E, G are Young's and Kirchhoffs moduli, 1 is the mo
ment of inertia, A is the area of the beam cross-section, 
K is the shear factor. 

From the expression of strain energy 

(2) 

the element stiffness matrix is determined: 

£1 1 
[K]= 

3 
[K.J+d[K 2 ] 

a d +1 ' 
(3) 

l" 
6 -12 

~61 [KtJ= 
6 4 -6 

-12 -6 12 

6 2 -6 

[K,)ol ~ 
0 0 

-il 
1 0 

0 0 

-1 0 

The stiffness matrix (3) refers to the element rela-
tionship: 

[K]q =f, (4) 

where fr ={FJ,mbP2,m2}, qr ={wb<I>J,w2,<P2}, 

<P; = acp;, m; =M;;a. w; and Cj); are nodal transverse 
displacements and total rotations. 

Fig 3. The internal forces at node r 

Assembling two adjacent elements (r-!,r) and 
(r,r+ 1) (Fig 3) yields the following equilibrium condi
tions for an arbitrary beam node r subjected to the nodal 
force P,. and moment M,.: 

6(w,._1 -w,.)+2(<jl,._1 +2<P,.)+ 

+ 6(w,. - wr+l )+ 2(2<P,. + <Pr+l )+ 

a3 
+ d(-<Pr-1 + <P,. )+ d(<P,. -<Pr+l) = -(d + l)m,. 

£1 

(5) 

a3 
+ 12(w,.- w,.+) )+ 6(<P,. + <Pr+l) = P, .. 

Ef 

Introducing in (5) the shifting operator E;.' = E" 
and central difference operator 11~. = 11 2 = E + E- 1 -2, 

we obtain two difference equations with unknowns <P,. 
and w,.: 

[ J 
3 

2 d 2 -1 , _ a ~ +6)- 11 <P,.-3(£-£ ~,.- (d+l)m,., 
2 2£1 

(6) 

After elimination of <P,. in (6) we get one fourth
order difference equation with one unknown w,. : 

11
4

w,. =41{ 11
2 

+6-111
2 f· -1211(£-£-

1 )m,. (7) 

where 11 = a3 /24£1. 
Let us find the solution of (7) for the beam loaded 

by one force concentrated at the node p ( P,. = P · o r,p ) 

and one moment concentrated at the node m 
( M,. = M · o,.,m) - is Kronecker's delta. 

Having introduced the solution of the homogeneous 
equation ( 114 w,. = 0 ) in the form 

w,. = c0 + c1 r + c2 r 2 + c3 r 3 
, (8) 

we consider the equilibrium conditions of nodes p and 
m. It leads to the definition of displacement discrete func
tions w,. and <P,., which fulfil equations (6): 

+611; [(r- ~ }r-m)-(r-m)
2 

sgn(r-m)+ 

+ (r- m )3 ], 

<P,. (p,m) = 6f1P(r- p )2 sgn(r- p )+ 

+611 M [r-2r-m +3(r-m)2 ]. 
a 

(9) 

These functions can be treated as the fundamental 
solutions for an infinity discrete Timoshenko beam (as
suming d = 0 yields the result for Euler-Bernoulli beam). 

3. Gridwork strip 

Now let us consider the 2D gridwork strip which 
consists of two sets of intersecting beams. The beams of 
the length S · ay in y-direction are simply supported on 
their ends, the set of the beams is infinite in x-direction 
(Fig 4). 
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Fig 4. The infinite gridwork strip 

Assuming the regular mesh of considered strip, we 
can derive the equilibrium conditions for each node (r, s) 

subjected by concentrated force P,-,s and moments M ;',s , 

M (, . Having assembled four 6-dof beam finite elements 
(Fig 5). 

r, x 

Fig 5. The gridwork node (r, s) 

we get three difference equations equivalent to the FEM 

After elimination of rotations <j>~ s , <j>{ s in ( 1 0) we 
obtain one six-order partial differenc~ equation with one 
unknown w,.,s (nodal transverse displacement): 

[ L'l~.(L'1~ +6-Ayfi~. XL'>; +2·Ax~- )+ 

+ JlL'l~. (fl~. + 6- Axfi~ XL'>~+ 2 · Ayfi~.) ] wr,s = 

-3(£,. -E;1 XL'>~+ 6-Ayfi; )M:,s + 

-3(Es -£;1 XL'>~. +6-Axfi~ )M;:s 1 

v 3 
~ =Glsa, 
1\, \' 

· 2Elxav 

We derive the fundamental solution for the strip 

loaded by force Po,11 = P,.,s8r,08s,11 = P · 8,.,o8s,11 
( M ~s = M /:s = 0 ). In order to solve this problem, we 
use the discrete Fourier transform in x-direction [4]: 

r=--oo 

(12) 

matrix formulation: and the eigenfunction transformation in y-direction: 

El X [ 2 ( -I h X ] 
-

3
-· L}2L'l,.w,.,s+6E,. -E,.fi!r,s + 

a, 

GI{ ~( 2 h X ] X + ~-L'isfi!r,s =Mr,s 
(10) 

ay 

Gl~~ ~( 2 'h y ]- y + ···~-L'>,.fi!,..s-Mr,s• 
ax 

where ax, ay are the distances between nodes in x

and y-directions, respectively, Elx, GJ~', Ely, GIJ 

are the bending and torsional rigidity of beams in both 
directions. 

w,.,s = /2 'I.] w,.,f sin( /ru ) . 
~ s 1=1 s 

(13) 

Applying both transforms ( 12) and (13) to equation 
(11) we obtain the formula: 

4Jl S-1 
w,.,s(O,l))= -s X pIN;? (/)·sin(£·l))·sin(£·s), 

1t 1=1 

In 
where £ = s 

rr Ls 
N,"?(l)= J 

5 
·cos(ra)da 

oM 

L5 =[cos( a)+ 2 -Ax{cos(e)-1)]

. [cos(£)+ 2- Ay (cos(a)-1)] 

M 5 = (cos(a)-l)[cos(a)-1 + 2Ax{cos(e)-l)]· 

·[cos( e)+ 2- Ay (cos(a)-1)]+ 

+ Jl(cos(£ )-1 )[cos(e)-1 + ny (cos(a)-1)]. 

·[cos( a)+ 2- Ax (cos(£ )-1 )l 

(14) 

(15) 
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The integer (15) can be calculated analytically. Af
ter some transformation we get: 

Fo(r) = 2r-l C(r + 2)-( ~ ,,._3 C(r )+ 

r(r-3b r(r-4b + 2 1 r'·-SC(r-2)- 3 2 r'·-7 C(r-4)+ ... 

F1 (r) = 2r-l C(r + 1)-('; ,,._3 C(r -1)+ 

r(r-3b r(r-4b + 2 1 /·-sc(r-3)- 3 2 Jr-7 C(r-5)+ ... 

F
2 
(r) = 2,._, q,. )-C ,,._3 q,.- 2)+ 

r (r-3br-5 r(r-4 br-7 +l 
1 

J C(r-4)- 3 2 
J C(r-6)+ ... 

where 

cos(£)+ 2 
S1s=1-- -A.x(cos(£)-1) 

"-.v 

S2s = -2 + "-x(cos(£)-1)+ 

cos(£)+ 2 
---A.--[-2+"-x(cos(£)-1)], 

y 

C(n)= J 
3 

c~s"(a) da (17) 
o cos (a)+a 111 cos (a)+b111 cos(a)+c111 

cos(£)+2 
am = nx (cos(£ )-1)- [3 + 211(cos(£ )-1)]- . . 

A.y 

b 
_ 3 2 ( () 1) -3cos

2
(£)+2cos(£)+7 

111 - - 11 cos £ - + ---'-'-~---'-'---
1\,y 

2 (cos(£)-1Xcos(£)+ 2) ~ [ 2 ( ( ) )2 + 11 + 1\, X 11 COS £ - 1 + 
"-.v 

_ 4(cos(£) _ 1) _ 2 (cos(£)- 1 X cos(£)+ 2) l 
'Ay 

1 4 ( ( ) 1) 
-6cos 2(£)-cos(£)+4 

em=- + 11 cos£ - +----'--'---....:......:..-
Ay 

4 (cos(£)-IXcos(£)+2) ~ r 2 ( ( ) 1)2 
+ 11 + 1\, ~ L- 11 cos £ - + "-.v . 

2( ( ) 1) 2 
(cos(£)-1)2(cos(£)+2) 

+ cos£ - - 11 + 
"-.v 

+ (3cos(£)
2 

+2cos(£)+1}cos(£)-1) ]· 

"-v 

For (17) the following recurrent relationship is valid 
( 11 ~ 3 , k = 2, 3, 4, ... ): 

for 11 = 2 · k -1 : C(11) = 0 

for 11 = 2 · k : 

C(11)= n{(-1)"-3 +1 (11-3)! )+ 
2"-2 [(0,511-1,5)!f (18) 

-am ·C(n-1)-b111 ·C(n-2)-cm ·C(11-3). 

The values of integral ( 17) for n = 0,1,2 are as follows: 

11 = = csgn + C( 0) 
[

(l+mz1)] -1t 

Jmzf -1 a11 Jmzf -1 

+csgn[(l+mz2)] -1t + 

Jmz~ -1 a12Jmd -1 

+csgn[---,(l=+n=lz3==) l -1t 

Jmzj -1 a13 Jmzj -1 

11= =csgn + C( 1) 
[

(l+mz1)]-1t·mz1 

J mzf -1 a 11 J mzf -1 

[

(l+mz2)]-1t·mz2 +csgn + 
Jmz~ -1 a12 Jmz~ -1 

[
(l_,_=+m=z=-3) l -1t·mz3 +csgn ---, 
Jmzj -1 a13 Jmzj -1 

(19) 

C( 2) 
[ 

(1 + mz1) ] -1t · mzf n = = csgn + 
Jmzf -1 a11 Jmzf -1 

+csgn + 
[ 

(1 + mz2)] -1t · mz~ 
Jmz~ -1 a 1 2Jmz~ -1 

+ c sgn -'==~ ---========= 
[ 

(l+mz3) ]-1t·mzj 

Jmzj-1 a13 Jmzj-1 
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The formulas (19) include function csgn(x) which 
determines the sign of complex number: 

{ 
I if Re(x) > 0 u Re(x) = 0 n Im(x) > 0 

csgn(x)= 
-I if Re(x)< OuRe(x)= Onim(x)< 0. 

All remaining values of unknown displacements 
w,.,s are calculated from the simple recurrent relation
ship given in (18). The considered discrete structure can 
be treated as an approximation of a plate strip using the 
beam analogy. 

4. Numerical example 

The computations were performed for the infinite 
gridwork strip of wide Sd =Sa loaded by unite force at 
point (0, I). The results of numerical calculations are pre
sented in Table. The plot of strip deformation is shown 
in Fig 6. 

The displacements W,. s (0,1)· El x of infinite strip 

r=O r= I 
I 

r = 2 r=3 r = 4 

s=4 0,09655 0,08963 0,07296 0,05428 0.03833 

s=3 0.17767 0,16244 0,12792 0,09250 0.06411 

s=2 0,22433 0,19526 0,14349 0,09913 0,06694 

s =I 0.19251 0,14740 0,09837 0,06503 0,04292 

The fundamental solution derived in Section 3 can 
be used to solve the static problem of finite gridworks 
in analogous way as in the boundary element method for 
continuous systems. 

s, y 

Fig 6. The infinite gridwork strip deformation 

Let us consider the isotropic gridwork consisting of 

the set of 4x4 identical intersecting perpendicular beams 
(Fig 7). 

r, x 

Fig 7. The isotropic gridwork system 

The nodes are regular spaced in both directions of 
distance a. All beams are simply supported on their ends. 
We introduce to the given force Pr,s = 1· ii,.,3 · i>s,2 in 

the infinite strip additional loading X k ,j , in order to 
fulfil the required boundary conditions in the nodes ly
ing on the beams r = 0 and r = 5 (Fig 8). The values 
of the additional forces X k,j are determined by the fol
lowing equations (indirect method of BEM): 

for i =I, 2, 3, 4. 

wo,i(P,.,s ,Xk,j )= 0, 

M 0)P,.,5 ,Xk,j )= 0, 

w5)P,.,5 ,Xk,j )= 0, 

Ms,i(P,.,s,xk,j )= 0, 

(20) 

Fig 8. Additional forces applied to the infinite gridwork strip 
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Having found from (20) the forces X k ,J , we get 
finally the displacements of finite gridwork: 

w,.,s = LLXkJwr,s(k,j)+P3,2W,.,s(3,2) (21) 
k j 

where W,.,s (k, j) is the fundamental solution calculated 
by (14), 

The calculations are carried out for the following 

1 3 
dimensionless parameters: E = 1, v = - , G =- , a = 1 , 

3 8 
the beam cross-section: bxh = lxO,l. The plot of 
gridwork displacement is presented in Fig 9. 

Fig 9. The displacement plot of finite gridwork system 

The results coincide with ones obtained for an ad
equate plate strip. The relation between displacements 
for plate w(P) and gridwork w(G) at point (2,3) sub-

jected by unit force is wjil / wj~l = 1,0018 . 

5. Conclusions 

The one- and two dimensional infinite beam sys
tems are analysed using the finite element methodology. 
The infinite number of equilibrium conditions was re
placed by one equivalent difference equation. The solu
tion of these equations derived for infinite Timoshenko 
beam and gridwork strip are the fundamental functions 
for both kinds of the considered structures. They can be 
applied in BEM for the continuous structures discretised 
by finite elements. 
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